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English 5 Progress Test 8, Units 16, 17 and 18
Macmillan

Name: __________________

Part 1

Taste
The sense of taste helps you decide which foods are harmless and which foods are harmful. Look 
at your tongue in the mirror. You will see that it is coated in tiny bumps. These little lumps contain 
taste buds. You have got about 10,000 taste buds covering your tongue, a cat has around 500 and a 
cow has roughly 25,000 taste buds.
 When food enters your mouth, first of all, you chew it into small pieces. The next part of the 
process needs saliva, the liquid, or spit, in your mouth. Your saliva mixes with chemicals in the food 
and covers the taste buds. Finally, the taste buds send messages to your brain which tell you what 
the food tastes like.
 Many people believe that different parts of the tongue sense different tastes. The taste buds at 
the front of your tongue recognise salty and sweet flavours. The sides of your tongue recognise sour 
tastes, such as lemon juice and vinegar. The back of your tongue identifies bitter flavours, like dark 
chocolate and strong, cold tea.
 The sense of taste is linked to smell and sight. If you shut your eyes and pinch your nose, you will 
find it difficult to tell onions from apples! Some animals don’t use their mouths to taste at all. Flies 
taste with their feet and some fish taste with their fins.
 

1. Read the text. Label the diagram of the tongue with the words in the box.   /5 

salty and sweet   bitter   sour   back of tongue   front of tongue   sides of tongue

back of tongue

a. ________________________ 

b. ________________________ 

c. ________________________ 

d. ________________________ 

e. ________________________ 
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2. Read the text again. Complete the sentences with the synonyms in  

the box.   /5 

flavour   saliva   lumps   coat   roughly   recognise

Example: Taste buds are tiny (bumps) lumps on your tongue. 

a. Taste buds (cover) __________________ the tongue.

b. Taste buds (identify) __________________ different tastes.

c. I like the (taste) __________________ of strong tea.

d. Food is dissolved in (spit) __________________ .

e. You have (about) __________________ 25,000 taste buds on your tongue.

Part 2

1. Match to make sentences with question tags.   /5 

Example: The jungle is quiet,  isn’t it?

a. We can’t see any birds,  1. can’t it?

b. I’m listening for monkeys,  2. can we?

c. You don’t like the taste,  3. doesn’t it?

d. The air feels sticky,  4. do you?

e. The lion can smell us,  5. aren’t I?

2. Complete the sentences with the correct words.   /5 

Example: They live in the city.  They used to live in the country.

a. She runs 10 kilometres every day now.  She __________________ five kilometres every day.

b. We grow flowers now.  We __________________ vegetables.

c. My brother likes Maths now.  He __________________ Science.

d. I don’t eat sweets anymore.  I __________________ sweets.

e. The average temperature is 15°C now.  The average temperature __________________ 12°C.
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Part 3

1. Imagine a character in a story. Write sentences to describe your  

character.   /10 

a. What is his/her name?

________________________________________________________________________

b. What job does he/she do?

________________________________________________________________________

c. What does he/she look like?

________________________________________________________________________

d. What is his/her personality like?

________________________________________________________________________

e. What skills does he/she have?

________________________________________________________________________


